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vangeline Lilly reached out about playing
Princess Leia when the current ‘Star Wars’
trilogy was announced. The 39-year-old star
had worked with filmmaker J.J. Abrams on TV

drama ‘LOST’, and when she heard he would be at the
helm for 2015’s ‘The Force Awakens’ she immediately put
a plan in place. Speaking at Fan Expo Boston, she admit-
ted: “”When JJ [Abrams] was first announced that he was
gonna do his first Star Wars film, I reached out to his
producing partner, for the first time ever since ‘LOST’
ended, I never requested anything ever before, and I said,
‘I wanna be Leia! Make me Leia!’ “ Of course, the late

Carrie Fisher - who passed away in 2016 while filming
‘Star Wars: Episode VIII - The Last Jedi’ - would reprise
her iconic role from the original trilogy in the sequels,
and her character is set to get a fitting send-off in the
upcoming ninth film in the main saga. Her brother Todd
recently said: “My sister and Princess Leia are the same
thing. And the idea of that story stopping and her not
carrying forward is very disturbing to me ... It is awesome
that it worked out this way and, thanks to director J.J.
Abrams, this is going to be very magical and important to
us all.” Todd is delighted that the ‘Star Wars’ filmmakers
have been able to weave the scenes into the new movie.

He told told ET Canada: “It is not easy, I could tell you.
For me, I have to watch a lot of these old movies and it is
heartbreaking sometimes to see your family that has left
us.  “But if you believe in the way our family does, in the
‘Force’, we aren’t really apart at all and she will always be
with us. But it is nice when you can put her back up on
the screen and continue the story and continue the saga.
That is important for all of us.

Evangeline Lilly wanted to play
Princess Leia in The Force Awakens
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he Simpsons Movie’ is set to
get a sequel.  Fans have been
patiently waiting for the fol-
low-up film since the original

hit the big screen in 2007, with many
assuming there would never be a second
installment due to the amount of time that
had passed, but an article published in the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) has confirmed
that Fox is working on a new animated
blockbuster. Details on the plot are being
kept tightly under wraps but there is still
some uncertainty in the air as Fox faces
being bought out by Disney.  The WSJ
claimed: “Ms. [Stacey Snider, the Fox
boss] has emphasized a revamp of Fox’s
approach to animation, bringing in a new
partner to replace an expired deal with
DreamWorks Animation after it was
acquired by Comcast Corp.” However, it’s
not just ‘The Simpsons’ getting a new film
as Fox are also working on a big screen
adaptation of the animated series ‘Bob’s

Burgers’ and ‘Family Guy’. The publication
claimed: “The film studio is partnering
with the Fox television studio on a big-
screen adaptation of the animated series
‘Bob’s Burgers’, a second ‘Simpsons’
movie in development and a ‘Family Guy’
film that would mix animation with live
action, said people with knowledge of the
projects.” ‘The Simpsons Movie’ followed
accident prone dad-of-three Homer -
known for his catchphrase “Doh!” - as he
accidentally polluted the town lake in
Springfield. The incident led to the resi-
dents being confined to a giant glass
dome before he used his charm to sweet
talk the Environmental Protection Agency
and American government to stop the
town from being decimated. The film
proved a huge success, pulling in over
$500m at the box office (£390m).
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Sterling K Brown
torn on popular
film Oscar 

terling K. Brown is in two minds about
the Oscars’ new popular film category.
After news the Academy Awards would
be adding a new prize for more com-

mercially successful films - which have traditionally
not received the same credit at the annual ceremo-
ny - the ‘Black Panther’ star has admitted he goes
“back and forth” on the idea. He told Variety:
“When I first heard of the category, the first ques-
tion I had was, ‘What is the criterion for being
nominated in this category?’ “If it’s something that
can give it some sort of merit and legitimacy, then I
think it’s cool. But I think ‘Black Panther’ stands on
its own merits regardless of its popularity as being
a wonderful piece of art.” The 42-year-old actor
also heaped praise on the Marvel movie’s writer
and director Ryan Coogler, who had previously
earned plaudits for his work on his 2013 debut
‘Fruitvale Station’ and 2015’s ‘Creed’. Brown added:
“Ryan Coogler is an artist. The man is three for
three in his films thus far, and I don’t see him strik-
ing out anytime soon. “So whether it’s in one cate-
gory, the other, or both, the movie is worthy of
recognition.” Earlier this month, the outstanding
achievement in popular film category was
announced as one of three significant changes that
have been approved by the Academy’s board of
governors. The board of governors has also agreed
to an earlier date for the 2020 ceremony and has
announced plans to shorten the broadcast to three
hours in order to make the Oscars “more accessible
for our viewers worldwide”. The introduction of the
new category may go someway towards combating
increasing criticism of the event, which has been
described as becoming less and less relevant over
the years. Some moviegoers argue that the awards
don’t recognize the films that the public are most
interested in watching.
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londe have a wish list of artists
they want to work with and
Robyn and Jocelyn Brown are
at the top. The British dance

duo are back with their latest single ‘Me,
Myself & I’, which features Bryn
Christopher, but they are already thinking
ahead to their next collaborations and
they think ‘Dancing On My Own’ hitmaker
Robyn would be perfect for their style of
songs. Speaking exclusively to BANG
Showbiz, Blonde member Jacob Manson
said: “There are so many people who
would be cool to work with, someone like
Robyn would be amazing to work with,
we’ve always thought she was super-cool.
Robyn would really suit our style of
music, and the songs she has recorded are
just so epic so she could bring that to us.”
Jacob and his bandmate Adam Englefield
- who previously worked with Craig
David on ‘Nothing Like This’ - are huge
fans of the original first wave of Chicago
house and piano house tracks and admit
their dream would be to collaborate with
67-year-old Jocelyn, who provided vocals

on classics such as ‘Keep on Jumpin”,
‘Somebody Else’s Guy’. The pair have a
plan to potentially create a host of tracks
with a variety of club legends but Jocelyn
is their number one pick. Jacob said: “We
love the big diva vocalists from the origi-
nal wave of piano house music. Singers
like Jocelyn Brown, it would just be so
amazing to work with her. Those songs
are the classics that inspired us, we’re
thinking about the idea of taking a trip out
to Atlanta because a lot of those singers
are based out there, so we’re thinking of
doing a bit of recon and setting up in a
studio out there in the States and getting
as many people as possible to come and
play us their songs, maybe we could even
put a modern spin on some of the records
that were written in the 90s - that would
be a really fun project for both of us.” ‘Me,
Myself & I’ by Blonde and Bryn
Christopher is out now.
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.E.R.D. have seemingly con-
firmed they are set to play a
‘secret set’ at Reading and
Leeds Festivals. Eagle-eyed

fans of Pharrell Williams’ hip-hop outfit
noticed the ‘Lemon’ hitmakers - who
released their fifth studio album ‘No One
Ever Really Cares’ in December - have
added the two events to the touring
schedule on their official website. They
have Saturday, August 25, listed for
Reading at Richmond Park in the South,
and Sunday, August 26, for Leeds at
Bramham Park in the North of England.
According to DIY magazine, this suggests
the group could be set to perform before
emo rockers Panic! At The Disco at
Reading and rapper Kendrick Lamar at
Leeds. Other acts rumored for secret sets
include heavy metallers Bring Me The

Horizon - who have been teasing fans
about their imminent return with what
appears to be a new song called ‘Mantra’
- former Oasis star Liam Gallagher and
rockers Frank Carter & The Rattlesnakes,
but nothing has been confirmed by the
festival as of yet. Reading has sold out
completely, with the last remaining tickets
still available for Leeds. Thousands of fans
will head to both sites on August Bank
Holiday weekend to catch the likes of
Panic! at the Disco, Travis Scott, Post
Malone, Mike Shinoda, Wolf Alice, Dua
Lipa, The Kooks, The Vaccines, Pale
Waves, Slaves, Shame, Rex Orange
County. Kendrick, Kings of Leon and Fall
Out Boy are headlining across the three
days; August 24 and August 26. 

atherine McGrath was too “starstruck” and speech-
less to tell her hero Taylor Swift how much she has
inspired her. The rising Northern Irish country pop
star has had the opportunity to meet the ‘Delicate’

hitmaker on several occasions, but every time she chickens out
on having a proper chat with the superstar. She told the Daily
Star newspaper: “If I met Taylor again, I’d actually like to speak
this time! The last time, I just cried the whole time. “When I saw
Taylor’s tour recently, I thought: ‘Maybe I’ll be more together
this time.’  “But she still has me completely starstruck.” The 21-
year-old singer - described by Sir Elton John as the new Taylor
- has revealed it was the ‘Shake It Off’ hitmaker who first got
her into the genre. On what she would say to her idol, she said:
“Country music has helped me put my own story out there, put
it into songs. “I’d love to tell Taylor how much her music
inspired me and for introducing me to country - if I could get
the words out, that’s what I’d tell her.” Meanwhile, the ‘Lost In
The Middle’ singer - who released her debut album ‘Talk Of
This Town’ in July - previously admitted she’ll “never get used
to” hearing fans sing her songs. She told BANG Showbiz: “It’s
always a shock when I hear people singing along to my songs.
No matter how many times it happens I don’t think I’ll ever get
used to it. “Especially at these headline shows. Everyone knows
the words and I’m always like, ‘How?’ “You see numbers and are
pleased people are listening but whenever you see them singing
your words in real life, you’re like, ‘Woah, there really are peo-
ple listening.’ It’s just such a shock but it’s really exciting. “A lot
of the times the lyrics are just random things I write into my
notes on my phone, then we talk about it and make it a song.
“So to go from a studio talking about a break-up to seeing
people singing it back to me it’s just amazing.” Catherine’s next
big gig is at RiZE Festival at Hylands Park in Chelmsford, Essex,
on August 17.
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